V.S.P.
I have been practicing volunteer stewardship for many years now without any monetary or
regulatory assistance from any level of government. I have restored neglected farmlands that
were overgrown with invasive flora and littered with derelict equipment and trash and
brought them back to a productive state both agriculturally and biologically.
For example; this particular piece of property had once been actively farmed and produced
crops such as peas and corn along with some animal husbandry (cattle, pigs, chickens). In
order for agriculture to be viable it must be profitable enough to sustain the farmer and
his/her family. If this is not the case then it just dies as this farm did, which then sat
neglected for nearly twenty years and was overgrown with hardhack, hawthorn, evergreen
blackberries, Himalaya blackberries, thistle, and weeds to the level that it smothered out the
fields and surface water to a point that it had no agricultural benefit and minimal wildlife
utilization.

Cleaning up this property and making it once again arable was a huge and costly undertaking.
Excavators, dozers, tractors, and months of manpower to operate them was required to
remove all the old tires, water tanks, refrigerators, air conditioners, trailers, unwanted
vegetation, etc. and dispose of it all properly, but bringing it to that point did not by any
means assure profitability.
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The ponds now hold a number of fish species year round that are replenished naturally when
the Chehalis River floods into them, and they also host thousands of frogs, salamanders, and
aquatic insects. Deer, elk, bears, and coyotes are active visitors to the property, and
raccoons, muskrats, otters, mink, and beaver reside here year round. Many bird species nest,
live on, or utilize this property such as puddle & diving ducks, geese, swans, herons (including
a rookery), bitterns, kingfishers, osprey, bald eagles, red‐tailed hawks, harrier hawks,
peregrine falcons, sora & virginia rails, red‐winged blackbirds, grebes, marsh wrens, and
cedar waxwings to name some.
I do understand that a few species of native wildlife may not fair well in an engineered
agricultural habitat, but I believe that far more thrive and benefit in such a habitat because it
adds much more ecological diversity then a densly forested woodland. This point is quite
obvious when viewing the thousands of waterfowl, and other wildlife now regularly utilizing
this property. Selectively leaving some hawthorn, blackberries, apple trees, pear trees, and
wild rose along the perimeters, and encouraging the growth of smartweed, bur‐reed, wapato,
and elderberry along the shorelines provides substantial wildlife food sources and helps
attract and hold an array of aquatic invertebrates and wildlife. Minimizing human activity
during the spring permits migratory birds to rest and rebuild needed energy reserves to
continue their northward migration and allows resident wildlife to rear their offspring

undisturbed. Adding other wildlife enhancement features such as nesting boxes, millet, and
wild rice has increased the wildlife carrying capacity even further.
We now take up to 160 tons of hay off this property most years, letting it set fallow every 4‐5
years. Our first cutting is usually in July to allow the ground nesting birds to hatch out their
broods and we voluntarily manage weeds by hand pulling and mowing in lieu of spraying.
Conservation is key in our farming process because 160 tons of hay harvest in no way makes
this property profitable.
So how do we pay the liabilities associated with this property? We farm for ducks and geese.
Not domestic fowl but wildfowl and conservation is paramount in making this venture
successful. If you practice good conservation waterfowl and wildlife populations will sustain
hunting and hunting sustains conservation as hunters are the primary benefactors of
conservation worldwide. In the Pacific Flyway hunters spend an average of $185.00 for every
duck they harvest and a good portion of those monies go directly into the conservation
coffers and literally translates into billions of dollars being funneled into the national
economy every year. What’s good for wildlife is almost always good for humans too.
Wildlife and non‐hunting citizens are the beneficiaries of the hundreds of conservation
organizations (WWA, DU, RMEF, etc.) and conservation programs (NWR’s, State Wildlife
Lands, NAWA, etc.) that are funded voluntarily and primarily by hunters.
Most farms grow crops for direct consumption by people and/or livestock which are also
marketed for consumption by people. Most farms also support a variety of wildlife and
marketing controlled/lawful hunting on these prperties provides additional income, helps
minimize depredation losses, and completes a valuable link in the conservation chain.
More and more farmers are waking up to the fact that proper stewardship of their lands can
add value to their land and profit to their business. There are many other diverse uses in
demand that can coexist with farming. We have people that picnic, swim, fish, camp, hunt,
photograph wildlife, view wildlife, pick wild berries, and train their dogs on our farms. Farms
also provide and maintain open space which helps make up for losses to our praire lands due
to the encroachment of fir forests, brushy invasive vegetation, and man’s aversion to
burning.
In conclusion: We must farm if we are to feed our citizens; farming must be profitable to
exist; the regulatory process is self defeating (bad for farming, bad for conservation).
Volunteerism adds passion to the venture without loss of freedom or direct cost to the
taxpayers (Volunteer – somebody who works without pay by choice; Voluntary – freely
offered service). In order for V.S.P. to work, improvement over the existing baseline must be
on an individual voluntary basis that is lead by example. If successes are advertised, others
will emulate voluntarily.

RED‐LEGGED FROG

UNKNOWN FROG

PACIFIC CHORUS FROG ON MILLET

NORTHWESTERN SALAMANDER

COMMON GARTER SNAKE HUNTING SLUGS AND FROGS

LARGEMOUTH BASS

RESIDENT WESTERN CANADA GEESE WITH BROOD
(1 OF 7 SUBSPECIES OF CANADA GEESE FOUND IN WESTERN WASHINGTON)

MARSH WREN NEST

ABOUT 6000 CACKLING CANADA GEESE DROPPING INTO PROPERTY

CACKLERS IN THE FIELD
SEVEN GEESE COMSUME APPROXIMATELY AS MUCH AS A COW

DUSKY CANADA GEESE (species of concern)

ACORN CROP AT MAIN FARM
(favored by deer, turkeys, jays, bandtail pigeons – species of concern,
wood ducks, and mallards)

BLACK‐TAILED DEER AFTER ACORNS AT MAIN FARM

SANDHILL CRANE

NORTHERN SHRIKE WITH VOLE

WAPATO & BUR‐REED

FLOTSAM FROM GEESE AND DUCKS PULLING UP WAPATO & BUR‐REED

MILLET AT MAIN FARM

WIDGEON, MALLARDS, PINTAIL (species of concern), SHOVELERS, TEAL, AND RINGNECKS
IN FLOODED MILLET AT OUR MAIN FARM

WE HAVE DOZENS OF NESTING BOXES ON OUR PROPERTIES
AND THEY ARE IN DEMAND BY WOOD DUCKS, MERGANSERS, AND BARN OWLS.
POPULATIONS OF THESE CAVITY NESTERS ARE DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY AVAILABLE HOUSING

MORE TRADITIONAL ASPECTS OF FARMING – CATTLE

YOUNG FARMERS WITH A NEW BATCH OF PIGS
EACH PIG WILL REQUIRE APPROXIMATELY 1000lbs. OF FEED TO REACH MARKETABILITY

FARMING IS A HIGH RISK VENTURE THAT REQUIRES EXPENSIVE
AND HIGH MAINTENANCE MACHINERY

